
 

 

 
 

Diamond Capital Investments Co. Ltd. 
 

To:   Howard Hackney and the ACA Team 
 

Gentlemen, 

 

This is an update to my original testimonial. This update provides additional insight, background, 

history and observations over time related to our experience with ACA. As you know, I have been around 

Gulfstream since 1978. I was a Field Service Rep at Gulfstream for many years as well. I am very familiar 

with the full line of aircraft and the overall operational characteristics. Additionally, we have just recently 

taken delivery of a new Global BA7500.  

 

Our first installation of ACA was on a pre-owned G550 in March of 2014. ACA removed all of the 

existing objectional odors that were present when we first acquired the aircraft. By just installing ACA on 

this aircraft, the air was fresh and crisp. The aircraft has even gained a new aircraft feel and smell even 

though the aircraft was five years old. Collectively, we have now installed ACA on Gulfstream aircraft in 

March 2014 [G550], July 2015[G550], October 2015[G650] and October 2016[G650ER]. We have had 

ACA installed and operating on each of these aircraft long enough to know that the benefits of the system 

are vital to the overall continued operation of the aircraft related to the comfort of the passengers and crew 

as well as the appearance of the interior. Remarkably, the interiors on all of the aircraft outfitted with ACA 

have remained in like new condition. It is very noticeable that the interior finishes, within the all of the 

aircrafts, have benefitted greatly from ACA in added longevity of like new appearance.  

 

We have recently installed ACA in our newly acquired Global BA7500. We installed the ACA 

Components on the ducts that provide air to the floor outlets within the cabin and cockpit. We have already 

verified its operability on this aircraft with a successful ground test. We are looking forward to similar 

beneficial results. 

 

We have concluded that there seems to be absolutely no downside with ACA of any kind. ACA 

understates the benefits and over delivers results which have proven to be far beyond our original 

expectations. In addition to ACA’s superb service, ACA has also provided consistent outstanding results in 

interior air quality and has provided value added benefits to the overall appearance of the interior. The 

ability to quickly and effectively neutralize objectionable odors, including fuel emissions and fueling odors, 

is excellent. The eradication of mold spores and mildew and other contaminates has kept the interior 

surfaces pristine. Additionally, we feel that ACA will be a beneficial selling point. We really like the fact 

that there is no maintenance involved with ACA and also the fact that it works automatically whenever air is 

flowing through the ECS. Most importantly, the Principal continues to be happy with the results and it is a 

given that ACA will be on all future purchases based on the results we have experienced. 

   Sincerely, 

 
 

Robert Haldeman 

Director of 

Maintenance 
Diamond Capital Investments Co LTD 

Chailease Hangar, Kaohsiung International Airport, No.2, Jhongshan 4
th 

Road, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, R.O.C. Tel：+886-7-8025118, Fax：+886-7-8027118 


